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Sales  spiked mos t on Black Friday for retailers  with pricier goods . Image credit: Neiman Marcus

 
By SARAH JONES

As retailers sought to attract shoppers during Black Friday weekend, the most successful sales drivers were direct
marketing pushes through email and SMS.

According to data from Oribi, the retailers that saw the biggest uptick in sales were those that sell more expensive
merchandise, valued at more than $500. While retailers are investing in social media advertising, search engine
marketing and direct messaging were the most effective at actually driving conversions.

"Our analysis showed that purchase rates slightly dropped in the middle of November, indicating to us that
consumers prefer to wait a week to get a better deal," said Iris Shoor, cofounder/CEO of Oribi. "In fact, our analysis
revealed that online stores with an average product price of over $500 dollars saw their highest sales peaks, for the
year, on Black Friday and Cyber Monday, underscoring that consumers wait for the discounts that come with these
two retail holidays to make more expensive purchases."

Sales spike
Black Friday shopping begins about a week ahead of Thanksgiving, with Oribi finding an uptick in purchasing from
Nov. 23 to 28. However, during the middle of the month, shoppers appeared to hold back on buying, most likely due
to waiting for promotional deals to kick in.

Fashion stores saw about a 500 percent spike in sales on Cyber Monday, but these retailers' sales were
comparatively closer to average on Black Friday.

While Cyber Monday is a bigger shopping day for online sales in the U.S. than Black Friday, shoppers in Asia make
7.5 times more purchases on Black Friday than Cyber Monday.
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Cyber Monday and Black Friday are integral in the holiday shopping season. Image credit: Nordstrom

In Europe, Oribi found that purchase rates fell 20 percent during the week ahead of Black Friday, pointing to the
comparatively lower popularity and prevalence of the shopping holiday overseas. In Europe, there was also
significant pushback and protests of consumerism, with Green Friday demonstrators potentially influencing retailer
and consumer behavior.

Globally, conversion rates are highest on Cyber Monday, with 2.6 percent of visitors making a purchase.
Comparatively, conversion rates on Black Friday are 2 percent, and an average day sees conversion rates of 1.3
percent.

During Black Friday and Cyber Monday, online shoppers are more apt to add items to their carts, but a smaller
portion of the consumers who place items in their baskets convert than usual.

About 11 percent of visitors add items to their cart on Black Friday, compared to just 6 percent on a normal day. Six
in 10 shoppers with items in their cart will head to checkout on Black Friday, compared to just 54 percent on an
average day.

While 42 percent of those that make it to checkout complete their purchase on an average day, this portion is only 31
percent on Black Friday.

Mobile was a key channel for the weekend, with 60 percent of digital shoppers using their phones to make a
purchase.

Lots of Black Friday shoppers used their phones to buy. Image credit: Ogury

Previous research found that consumers are shunning bricks-and-mortar stores this holiday season, with more than
95 percent choosing to buy half or more of their gifts online, according to a new survey.

The study from multichannel engagement platform Leanplum showed that millennials and Gen Z U.S. consumers
lead the shopping trend. More than 16 percent of those two generational cohorts are only shopping online this
holiday season (see story).

However, shoppers were not only shopping online. Mobiquity found that mall traffic was up 91 percent.

"Published retail sales figures suggest a decline of in-store Black Friday shopping, but our data suggests the mall is
still a destination for families and Santa visits, even if they may not be going there to shop," said Paul Bauersfeld,
chief technology officer of Mobiquity Technologies. "Our data is confirming the transition many malls are making
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to family entertainment centers."

Traffic drivers

According to Oribi, retailers see about the same percentage of new shoppers on Black Friday weekend as they do
normally. Additionally, consumer behavior around number of visits before a purchase stayed the same, with about
55 percent buying after just one session.

Bloomreach found that during the weekend of Black Friday, browsing made up 49 percent of traffic. Search
comparatively comprised 20 percent of traffic.

Most ecommerce visits happened at night, with about one-fifth of total traffic.

Oribi found that conversion rates were the strongest for shoppers who arrived directly, whether through a retailer
email or direct navigation to the Web site. This could be partly due to this audience's high intent to buy.

Following direct channels, Google drove the strongest conversion rates. Paid Google placements were slightly
more effective at driving sales from visitors.

In previous research, ForwardPMX found that search engines, particularly Google, drive more than half of all
referred visits to luxury brand sites year-round. Organic search accounts for 57 percent of this, while paid search is
responsible for the remaining 43 percent (see story).

Compared to direct channels and search, visitors from social channels including Facebook and Instagram were
less likely to translate to sales during Black Friday weekend.

Another direct channel seeing investment in SMS. Analysis from Omnisend found that marketers saw an average
click-through rate of 14 percent for texts.

Additionally, shoppers' order rates were 592 percent greater for SMS messages than for email marketing.

"These results validate that SMS is a rapidly growing channel with a lot of potential for ecommerce marketers," said
Rytis Lauris, CEO of Omnisend.

"We saw SMS earning higher order rates than email campaigns during Black Friday, something that's never
happened before now," he said. "Ecommerce marketers would be wise to capitalize on SMS by adding it to their
marketing strategies."
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